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Quietly, at home

Lisa Denning sat comfortably upon the sofa, her right hand holding
flat a page of the photograph album which rested partly upon her lap
and partly on the lap of her daughter. The sitting room was
comfortable and pleasantly decorated in a style that was feminine but
without being excessively so. Soft pastel shades of colours (other
than pink) and subtle patterns were the norm in most of the rooms of
the house, while the thoughtfully arranged lighting in the room in
which they sat made it a warm and safe place to relax. Perfect
surroundings for a single mother and her only child to spend a quiet
evening of reminiscence. The girl sat close to her mother and Lisa’s
left arm was draped around Jessica’s shoulders in a way that
suggested not only comfort but also the closeness that was always
apparent to those who knew them. As well as being mother and
daughter, the two were also good friends and they enjoyed each
other’s company when both were at home and no one was visiting.
It was not often that they looked through their collection of
photographs but Jessica had suggested it and neither was in the
mood for watching television, DVD films, or listening to music.
Usually on such occasions they would sit and read and Lisa was a
little surprised when her daughter mentioned the album. Yet they
enjoyed themselves anyway, looking at every picture and each
recounting stories connected with them which they remembered or
thought they did. It was difficult to tell the difference sometimes. Lisa
gazed at what they called the friends pages. Two pages of images of
people who had been close to Lisa before her daughter was born and
with whom she had remained in contact until just before Jessica had
begun to attend school.
‘We all looked so much younger, of course,’ Lisa began as if the
years which had passed since the photographs were taken had been
particularly unkind to her. At thirty-nine years of age, most observers
would have said she still looked rather younger than her years so she
had little to complain about in that respect.
‘You're not so different mum.’ Jessica seemed to mean that. ‘I
wonder what they’re all like now. I sort of remember Aunt Pippa but
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not properly.’
‘Well you were only four when we moved here,’ her mother grinned,
‘so it was quite a long time ago.’
They both looked at the photograph of a two-year-old Jessica sitting
on her aunt’s lap and smiled. The years had passed so quickly but at
the same time, it seemed to Lisa as if there had always been just the
two of them. She was glad her daughter could not really remember
although she had always spoken well of everyone with whom she
and the child had been associated before they all went their separate
ways some eleven years previously. It was important to her that
whatever memories her daughter could recall would only be good
and happy.
‘You’d have liked Andy though.’ Lisa tapped gently near the next
photograph with her forefinger, knowing Jessica would not be aware
of ever having met Andy Matthews, her biological father.
‘Which one is he? I can never remember.’
‘On the left here.’ Lisa pointed. ‘The other man is his best friend
Marc.’
She could see some resemblance when she looked from the
photograph to her daughter’s face and it surprised her a little that
Jessica did not seem to notice it herself. Perhaps there was no
reason why she should as she had no idea of the connection. Lisa
had promised Andy never to tell and she had kept her word. She had
explained to Jessica some time previously that there had been a
need for assistance because of fertility problems and that a donor
had been employed but she had never explained that the donor had
been her best male friend, nor had she provided the precise details
of what the fertility problems were. It gave her no pleasure to keep
secrets from her daughter but equally, she had given her word prior
to the child’s existence and she would not break it. It seemed to her
that all a person ever had that could not be taken away from them
was their word. She thought that when Jessica was a little older,
perhaps when she was sixteen, she might try to contact Andy and
ask if she could finally reveal their secret. She would think about it but
that was a year into the future and in the meantime, she would
honour her commitment.
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There were more photographs of the four people who, aside from
Jessica herself, featured in this small opening section of the family
album. Some showed her mother and aunt while others depicted the
two women and the two men together as a group, sharing supper
outside on a warm summer evening.
‘You look so happy in these,’ Jessica observed, looking at her
mother for some sign or memory which had not been shared with her
before.
‘Oh we were,’ Lisa confirmed. ‘They were good times for all of us.’
‘Did I spoil it?’
‘Oh no, no, you mustn’t think that.’ Lisa was shocked that such a
thought had crossed her daughter’s mind. ‘We were all together and
happy, with you, until we moved here. You and I have remained
happy most of the time since then too, haven’t we?’
Jessica smiled happily and nodded. ‘Yes, we have. It just seemed
like it all happened about the same time so I wondered.’
‘No need to wonder about that. People move away from friends or
family all the time.’
‘But you don’t hear from them, do you?’
‘Not any more, no. The whole group dispersed within a year or so
and then I suppose we all got on with our lives or began new ones.’
Lisa did not offer any explanation of what had led to the breaking up
of the group of friends because in some ways, Jessica had been a
factor but she was in no way responsible for it. It had been possible
to avoid that aspect of the topic thus far although Lisa would tell all
about it when the girl was a little older. Another little thing to add to
the small but important list of matters to be dealt with when Jessica
was sixteen, or eighteen, or old enough, or not.
They moved beyond the photographs of the friends and onto the
next section which showed Lisa and Jessica, the latter no longer a
baby, in various combinations with or without Philippa Grant.
Although they had discussed the matter many times before, Jessica
still wanted to know why it was that she never saw her aunt Pippa any
more. She was aware that Pippa was not her mother’s sister and so
not her real aunt but an honorary relative was just as good, or would
be if she still existed.
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‘Well as you know, Pippa decided to take a job some distance away
from where we were. So it was a few weeks after that when you and
I came to live here, ready for you to begin school.’
‘But I could have gone to school where we lived before,’ Jessica
persisted.
‘Yes, you could. But Pippa had moved away and Marc Patterson
was already quite ill so we didn’t really get to see Andy any more. I
thought we deserved a fresh start, away from everything. Just the two
of us.’
Jessica smiled. ‘It’s nice here.’
Lisa smiled back at her daughter and turned the page in the album.
From there onwards, all the photographs would be of the two of them
and centred around their present home or some holiday location.
Sometimes, the images took on a history all of their own but neither
person was aware of that and as they told each other the stories
which both had heard many times before, they smiled and laughed
as though it were the first time. There were no more difficult questions
and as they turned the pages and looked at each section, so they
moved ever nearer to the present time until the only pages left to be
examined were those covering the previous year.
Pausing for a moment, Lisa suggested they make tea so they left
the album on the coffee table and headed for the kitchen. They
decided to indulge themselves with some chocolate biscuits to
accompany the tea and they sat at the kitchen table to enjoy the
break from the review of their lives. Lisa remained a little puzzled
regarding what had prompted Jessica to suggest they spend the
evening doing as they had done so far. It seemed to her that her
daughter was looking for something in the photographs that she had
not seen there before. There was nothing, of course, although Lisa
knew there was another collection of photographs which Jessica had
never seen. In a small box in Lisa’s bedroom, there were many
pictures of herself, Pippa, Andy and Marc, both individually and in
pairs. She had a vague idea that she would show them to Jessica
one day but the longer she put it off, the harder it had become to do
it. Lisa had no plan to discard them, that much was certain, although
she had not looked at them since long before Jessica had begun to
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attend secondary school. Only the events of the evening had brought
them back to her mind as she sipped her tea, while wondering if the
story they would tell was in some strange way what Jessica was
looking for in the album. That was just being fanciful, she mused, and
it was probably the case that the entire evening was just an excuse
to sit cuddled up while doing as little as possible.
‘Mum?’
Lisa became aware that Jessica was talking to her and she blinked,
trying to return to the world where she and her daughter were sitting
in their kitchen.
‘Sorry,’ attempting a smile, ‘I was miles away.’
‘Anywhere nice?’
‘Not as nice as being here, no. Just daydreaming I suppose after
going through all our memories together.’ Lisa’s response was
truthful. ‘Were you asking me something before?’
‘Yes, I was asking if we should go back in the other room now and
put the album away. I think we’ve been through pretty much
everything in it, other than the most recent stuff.’
‘I think so too. It’s still quite early though. Have you got something
else to do?’
‘Not really.’
They took their tea through to the sitting room and Lisa closed up
the album and returned it to its place on the bookshelf. Restored to
their seats on the sofa, they took their time over finishing their tea,
remaining quiet for the most part. After placing her empty cup on the
table, Lisa turned to Jessica and asked is she would like to play some
sort of game but the girl seemed less than keen.
‘Is there something mindless on television?’ Jessica asked after
another pause and a quick scan of the channels revealed that there
was inevitably something of that nature but even that proved to be a
little too boring so she turned the thing off again. She was quite
obviously restless but appeared unable or unwilling to attempt to do
anything about it.
Taking the unsettled mood as an opportunity, Lisa collected up their
cups and took them through to the kitchen to be washed up. She
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partly filled the bowl with warm water and after adding a small amount
of detergent, washed then rinsed their cups along with the plates they
had used earlier for biscuits. After placing the things in the drying
rack, she was a little surprised when her daughter appeared at her
side with a tea towel and dried the crockery before returning the items
to their proper places in the cupboard. They went once more to the
sitting room and Lisa switched on her laptop computer as she did at
about the same time every evening to make a final check on her email and to see if anyone needed to contact her urgently. Meanwhile,
Jessica seemed content to sit and watch, exchanging occasional
comments about Lisa’s work. After replying to a few e-mail
messages, one of Lisa’s contacts popped up on her screen with an
instant message and a brief, typed conversation ensued, some of
which was relayed verbally to Jessica and her replies were typed in
by her mother. At least that brought a smile back to the girl’s face but
soon the conversation ended and the computer was powered down.
As the glow of the screen faded, so the smile vanished with it and the
conversation with her mother died out too.
Jessica had become very quiet and was apparently contemplating
something of great consequence, such was her complete absorption
in her thoughts, while the earlier mood of peaceful happiness
seemed to have evaporated. After a surreptitious glance at her
daughter, Lisa decided to ask if there was anything wrong and she
became even more concerned when she felt the shudder that passed
through the body of her child in reaction to her question. She had
never seen Jessica in such a mood and she felt she had no choice
other than to pursue the matter.
‘Whatever it is, it’s okay to tell me, you do know that?’ She offered
in reassurance.
‘I know mum. It’s just that I’ve got to tell you something important
and I don’t really know how to do it. I’ve no idea what you’ll think or
say and I’m just so scared.’
‘Oh Jessica, you’ve never been scared to talk about things with me
before, no matter what the subject.’ Lisa hugged her and smiled. ‘It’ll
be fine,’ she promised, without knowing whether it would or would not
be anything of the sort.
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They sat quietly, Lisa careful not to appear concerned or in any
hurry, allowing her daughter the space and time to ponder what, if
anything, she needed to say. The silence did not last so very long.
‘I … I’m in love with … with someone.’ Jessica just blurted it out and
received another hug in response.
‘Ah yes.’ Lisa did her best to hide the relief she felt, having feared
something much more terrible was about to be revealed. ‘I know
Jessica. I know you are.’
Jessica looked up at her mother. ‘You do?’
Lisa nodded and smiled. ‘Yes, I do.’
‘So you know who with?’ Her voice now a mixture of nervousness
and hope.
‘Yes, I know who with. I’ve seen the way you are with each other.’
‘You don’t mind then?’
‘No of course not. If you’re sure that’s what you want then it’s fine
with me.’
Jessica wrapped her arms around her mother and they sat like that
for a while, comforting and reassuring, each lost in their own
thoughts, the younger one dreaming of her future while the elder one
dreamed of her past.
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Aftermath
The trouble with democracy is that even the most somnolent of
canines may turn to bite the backside of those who least expect it.
Governments act and then expend further resources establishing
why they did so or on trying to hide the fact. Sometimes both at the
same time. Operation Sarah was not exempt from this process as the
British government attempted to deal with the consequences of its
own actions. The Goldman Commission, headed by Lady Justice
Goldman, was quickly assembled. All hearings would be held behind
closed doors and all reports on the outcome sent directly and
exclusively to Downing Street. On the morning of day eleven of the
hearings, the Commission called its final witness, the army officer
who had brought Operation Sarah to its intended conclusion. She
chose to be accompanied by her legal advisor, Crawford Laing, and
they sat together at the witness table awaiting interrogation.
‘Please identify yourself for the Commission.’ Lady Goldman
opened proceedings.
‘Overfinch, J. Captain. 773914. Ma’am.’
‘Good morning Captain. To which unit are you attached?’
Jasmin paused and looked at her counsel. He shook his head.
‘Perhaps the British Army would be adequate?’ Laing offered.
‘Oh I think we can do better than that Captain. The insignia on your
headwear?’
Jasmin turned once more to her guide, who nodded and silently
mouthed two letters by way of a prompt.
‘Intelligence Corps Ma’am.’
‘Good. Describe your duties briefly.’
‘The acquisition and analysis of information Ma’am.’
‘What was your involvement with Operation Sarah?’
‘Initially, my section and I analysed intercepts relating to an
international security matter.’
‘An international matter? Not a matter of national security?’
‘Not just national Ma’am, no.’
‘Who intercepted these communications?’
Laing interrupted as Jasmin attempted to speak.
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‘The information was intercepted by GCHQ and a number of other
security agencies, domestic and foreign. However, the Captain is not
authorised to reveal the precise list of sources.’
‘Very well. You said “initially” Captain. And thereafter?’
‘I assisted in the eradication of the threat Ma’am.’
Justice Goldman talked briefly with the two male judges who
together made up the panel of three required by the enquiry. After the
resolution of some differences of opinion indicated by a general
nodding of heads, the chair turned her attention once more to
Captain Overfinch.
‘Returning then to your initial involvement. What precisely were you
required to do?’
Jasmin turned again to the advocate as she would for every
question from that point onward. He would nod, lean and whisper in
her ear, or rise and attempt to field the question himself. On this
occasion, he nodded.
‘To analyse intercepted information from various sources and
identify, where possible, patterns of behaviour on the part of the POI.’
‘POI?’
‘Person of interest Ma’am.’
‘And who was the person of interest on this occasion?’
‘An individual known as David Moraigne Ma’am’
‘An individual now deceased we understand. You say “known as”.
Was that his name or not?’
‘It has not been possible to establish the veracity of that information
Ma’am.’
‘What facts were you able to establish?’
‘Moraigne had long been known as a major player in the
international trafficking of people and drugs, illegal arms dealing,
prostitution, and money laundering among other activities. Several
countries, though not the UK, had attempted to bring prosecutions
against him for his activities in their territories. However, none was
successful. Judges and lawyers were blackmailed, juries were bribed
or threatened, and witnesses either had what appeared to be
accidents or they just disappeared. His organisation was quite small
in terms of personnel though very large in financial terms, handling
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some eleven billion dollars, American, each year. More than some
countries. His movements were without consistency with one partial
exception. It was Moraigne’s habit to take a holiday each year aboard
his yacht, which was rather amusingly named the Heavenly Mary, in
the Maldives. The holiday usually lasted four weeks and was always
taken within a given three month period. The precise timing appeared
completely random, however, and therefore impossible to predict.
Those were the basic facts Ma’am.’
‘His activities were criminal then, rather than political?’
‘That appeared to be the case although there was some evidence
that funds were being channelled into various so-called terrorist
groups around the world. It was not possible to verify that as there
was no direct link between the relevant transactions.’
‘So-called terrorists? Do you have some sympathy for such
organisations Captain?’
‘My client is a highly respected officer in Her Majesty’s armed
forces, has an exemplary record, and has devoted her entire adult life
to the protection of this country. We strongly object to your question.’
Laing was on his feet, his hand resting in an almost paternal fashion
on the shoulder of his charge before Jasmin had even begun to think
of a response.
Justice Goldman stared, her facial muscles tensed, her jaw
clamped shut. Then, after a moment or two, she relaxed and took a
breath.
‘Point taken Mr. Laing. This hearing seeks only to establish the
truth. We will move on. Captain Overfinch, having completed the
analysis of the information presented to you and having reached your
conclusions as you just described them, what happened next?’
‘The report was presented to my commanding officer and as far as
my section and I were concerned at that time our involvement in the
operation was at an end Ma’am.’
‘When and why did that view change?’
‘That would have been the following February Ma’am. My CO asked
if those of my team who were also part of an operational unit would
be available to undertake a mission to secure a successful
conclusion to Operation Sarah.’
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‘Could you describe that mission for the inquiry Captain?’
‘The mission was to intercept the target in the Maldives and
neutralise the threat Ma’am.’
‘You mean murder Mr. Moraigne?’
‘No Ma’am, I do not.’ Jasmin responded before Crawford Laing
could stop her.
‘On whose authority was this mission undertaken?’
‘The Captain is not privy to that information, my Lady, and even if
she were it would be contrary to her orders to offer any response. Her
orders came through the chain of command as is proper.’ Laing was
also under instruction on this issue.
‘You say “orders” Mr. Laing yet the Captain used the term “asked”.
Perhaps she would care to clarify that?’
‘The mission was to be volunteers only Ma’am. However, the order
to proceed was delivered as my advocate stated.’
‘Is it usual to request volunteers? If not, why did that happen in this
case?’
‘No Ma’am, not usual. However, while the probability of an efficient
mission was assessed as being quite high, the likelihood of a
successful extraction of the personnel after the event was considered
to be quite low.’
‘A suicide mission then?’
‘Not quite Ma’am. The difficulty of extraction was the only concern.’
‘Why did you volunteer Captain?’
‘I felt the mission was doable Ma’am. There was no possibility of
sending in special forces as it would have been impossible for them
to operate in the prevailing situation.’
‘And that would also have been an act of war against the Maldives
as a nation?’
‘Yes Ma’am.’
‘How many personnel took part in the mission?’
‘It was felt that two was the optimum number for the final element
so we went with that Ma’am. It was also felt that female operatives
offered a greater probability of success in terms of ability to access
the target.’
‘So the two volunteers were yourself and …?’
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Jasmin looked at Crawford Laing who thought for a moment then
whispered in her ear.
‘Staff Sergeant Alison James.’
‘And which of you were chosen to carry out the execution?’
‘We must protest once more my Lady.’ Laing was not at all happy.
‘This was an authorised military operation, carried out in an entirely
professional manner, not some sort of underworld hit. With regard to
the specifics of your question, my client may not reveal the precise
details of the mission.’
‘Mr. Laing, this enquiry will get to the bottom of the matter, have no
doubt about that. We will, however, adjourn for lunch at this point and
your witness should be available to resume giving evidence in fortyfive minutes. At that time Mr. Laing, we will expect a full account of
what took place. You might want to use those minutes to confer with
your client and come to a decision about how you intend to satisfy the
requirements of this Commission. Are we clear?’
‘My Lady.’ Laing replied in a soothing yet non-committal manner,
inclining his head slightly towards the panel of judges. This was not
going to be an easy day.
Lunch comprised cheese salad, wholemeal bread, fruit salad, and
tea. Jasmin and her lawyer ate slowly, enjoying the food and for the
most part remaining silent. Respite from the interrogation was even
more welcome than the quieting of their hunger. Some twenty
minutes of their time were taken up in this way before they began to
plan their afternoon testimony.
Their brief was quite simple but it was not in their interest to reveal
that to the Commission. Essentially, they were both obliged and
willing to tell the truth but forbidden from mentioning anything which
might jeopardise current or future operations. They were especially
forbidden to even think the words ‘nuclear submarine’, still less admit
that part of the journey to the Maldives had been undertaken in such
a craft. Aside of these simple guidelines, it had been suggested to
them that they should occasionally give the impression that certain
facts were being revealed only under duress from Her Ladyship, thus
allowing the judge the opportunity to win arguments or score points
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over the apparently recalcitrant witnesses.
They
decided
that as they both would like to go home as soon as was
practicable, Jasmin would make a statement regarding the
events which occurred on the islands with the opportunity for
questions afterwards. This it was hoped would not only be less
taxing but might also satisfy Her Ladyship. Only time would tell.
The Commission sat for the afternoon session precisely on time.
The Captain and her aide had taken their places a few moments
earlier, keen to be seen as cooperative witnesses.
‘So Mr. Laing, is the Captain prepared to give an open and
honest account of what took place with regard to the completion
of Operation Sarah?’
‘Certainly my Lady. With your permission, my client will make a
full and frank statement concerning the events in question. We
believe this would be the most productive way of providing the
evidence you seek. Further, Captain Overfinch will be happy to
answer any questions you may have to the best of her ability,
following her statement.’
‘Very well Mr. Laing.’ Lady Goldman was unable to suppress
just a hint of self satisfaction at the submission of the witness to
her will. ‘Captain, please do tell us what happened, in your own
words, and leave nothing out of your account.’
‘My Lady.’ Jasmin replied in assent. She cleared her throat and
as accurately as she could, the Captain relived the events which
had, since their occurrence, sent shock waves through the
establishment in a way which no one had expected.
The two woman team had been transferred from an inflatable
craft to a fishing vessel operated by local fishermen. These men
were also local agents and the rendezvous was completed far
out of sight of any inhabited islands. It was known that the
Heavenly Mary was moored on the opposite side of the island
group and also among uninhabited islands. Moraigne liked his
privacy. The women were taken to Malé, where they were
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bustled into a waiting van as part of the boat’s haul of fish before
being driven to a warehouse property owned by the fishermen. A
small area, shrouded in polythene sheeting, had been set aside as
their temporary home. Their accommodation boasted a couple of
mattresses, a chest of drawers, and access to the meagre facilities of
the warehouse. Food was smuggled in by the fishermen’s wives
during the three days that they waited for the target to make his
regular, weekly trip into the capital. Moraigne felt safe in the islands.
He never undertook any illegal activities there and his crew behaved
themselves impeccably when on shore leave. In return, the
authorities took no interest in their visitor whatsoever.
On the day the target stepped ashore from the Heavenly Mary’s
tender, there were a number of people by the waterside. Local
fishermen tended their boats, tourists waved their cameras about,
and virtually no one paid any attention to the man and his two
attendants as he walked along the jetty. Among the people on the
dock, one tourist and a Catholic nun seemed not to notice each other
until the nun, having passed the three men, accidentally dropped her
personal alarm while reaching into her bag for her rosary. The high
decibel shrieking caught everyone’s attention. One of the target’s
bodyguards was even kind enough to crush the device underfoot for
her and while so doing, never even heard the shots from the silenced
point-22 calibre revolver which ended his employer’s life. By the time
he and his colleague had turned back to their master, the latter was
collapsed upon the jetty and the tourist was clutching what appeared
to be a flesh wound in her arm. Blood oozed between her fingers as
she groaned and nodded towards the far end of the jetty where two
men were running away towards the maze of passages that made up
the less salubrious part of town. One of the bodyguards gave chase
while the other stayed with his fallen leader. The nun, seeing the
injured tourist, rushed to her aid. She shepherded the victim towards
a nearby van and implored the driver, who seemed to have little else
to do, to take them to the hospital. On gaining his agreement, they
climbed into the rear of the vehicle and it left the dock, heading
towards the town.
Safe in the back of the van, the two women cleaned up the mess
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from the blood capsule and unpacked fresh clothing from the large
medical holdall which awaited them. Their weapons were placed in
the bottom of the holdall along with the clothes they had worn at the
dock placed on top. The driver tried not to look in his rear view mirror
and succeeded some of the time while the women donned the
replacement garments and made ready for the next phase. At a
prearranged location, an air ambulance was waiting. As the van
approached, the helicopter’s engines burst into life. Once parked, the
two nurses emerged from the back of the van, one carrying a large
holdall, and made their way into the aircraft. They were helped
aboard by a green-gowned doctor before the door closed and the
craft took off. Once clear of the islands, the two women hugged each
other, partly in congratulation but more in relief.
‘And well, that’s basically it Ma’am.’ Jasmin concluded her
statement.
‘I see Captain. You’ve been very frank and we have no further
questions for you, however, as a matter of curiosity only, why a
Catholic nun?’
‘We thought it likely that real Buddhist nuns may be present and had
the plan failed, we would not have wanted to put them at risk.’
Lady Justice Goldman smiled and nodded slightly before releasing
the witness. Her enquiry was complete. Crawford Laing led his client
out through the rear of the building and into the late afternoon smile
of the sun. They made their farewells as Staff Sergeant James
brought the Captain’s car alongside. It was time to go home.
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Bedtime Story

Megan Marischal settled her children into the playroom which, when
they were at school or asleep, doubled as her study.
‘I’ll just be in the kitchen,’ she told them. ‘You sit quietly and read or
play while I finish drying the dishes and get your supper ready.
Okay?’
‘Yes Mama, we'll be good,’ they chorused in a well practised way.
Megan worked contentedly in her kitchen, preparing light
refreshments for the children and returning the cleansed dinner
things to their proper places. As it would take just a few minutes to
arrange some biscuits and soft drinks, she was content to leave the
children unsupervised. David was six years old and already in his
second year at school while Emma was four and would soon be
attending the same primary school herself. Supper would be their last
food of the day; she had already bathed them and dressed them in
their night clothes ready for bed. In the playroom, the two children sat
at the table as directed. David began an attempt to decipher the
television listings in the daily newspaper. He was able to read basic
words quite comfortably while Emma could read who it was that sat
on the mat. David soon found reference to a film title which puzzled
him greatly.
‘Twenty one o’clock,’ he read slowly.
‘When’s that?’ Emma interrupted, frowning. She had no idea of how
to tell the time but she was sure her mother had never used numbers
greater than twelve in this context.
‘Oh that’s after we’re asleep,’ David assured her, knowing the
answer to every question his sister might ever ask him. He was never
more sure than when he had no idea whatsoever. Better to make
something up than disappoint his sibling or himself.
‘How do you know that?’
‘Because it’s never been that late when we’ve been awake,’ he
countered with a logical fact that even his sister could not dispute.
‘What’s on then?’
It did not really matter what was on television. They would not be
allowed to watch it anyway but there was a certain excitement in
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having knowledge of things which were not permitted. David
continued reading from the page, his finger moving carefully under
each letter of every word.
‘Boy-zed en the hood.’ He managed a passable representation of
what he thought he saw on the page. It made no sense to him but
perhaps there was no reason why it should. Given his age, quite a lot
of things were inexplicable and that factor, it might be reasonable to
assume, was why he tended to invent that which he did not know. It
filled in the blanks and helped him to feel in control when a lesser
mortal might have felt lost.
‘Who’s Boy Zed?’
David sighed at the constant questioning by his sister but at the
same time, his mind adopted her understanding of the situation and
he used that for what would follow.
‘Do you remember we saw Robin in Batman an’ Robin?’ When
Emma nodded to indicate that she did, David’s way was clear. ‘Well
Boy Zed is like that but he does all the stuff on his own ‘cause he
don’t need a grown up to help him.’
‘Does he have a car or so then?’
‘Just a small one so he can see out the window properly. But it’s all
he needs ‘cause there are trains an’ buses too. He can use all them
an’ he doesn't have to pay much, ‘specially if there’s a kids go free
thing on.’
‘Oh tell me what he does,’ Emma pleaded, becoming quite excited
at the prospect of stories of great deeds.
‘Well I will if you promise not to keep asking me things all the time.’
‘I promise.’ Emma nodded firmly and sat upright on her chair, her
hands clasped gently in the centre of her lap. There was little she
would not have done in order to ensure the tale was told.
‘Right then.’ David cleared his throat the way his mother did before
a bedtime story and began. ‘At school, a long time ago, there was this
girl. She was not much older than you.’ He looked at Emma. She was
already concentrating on his every word.
‘One day, some older boys … older than me but not big boys …
were teasing her an’ pulling her hair an’ stuff.’ He paused briefly to
observe the effect of this upon his audience. So far, so good.
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‘She didn’t cry or anything an’ that made two of the boys very angry.
So, they tied her to the school railings with skipping ropes. Then one
of them got another rope an’ hit her on the legs with it. She started to
cry quite a lot then.’
David noted that his sister’s lip had begun to tremble. She did not
like the thought that boys picked on girls and she could easily
imagine this violence might be happening to her when she began to
attend school. He did not want to upset her too much in case his
mother found out so he quickly moved on to the heroic finale.
‘The teachers didn’t see what was happening so there was no one
to help her. Then suddenly, Boy Zed came from nowhere. He pushed
the boys away so that they fell over an’ cut their knees. Then he
untied the girl an’ gave her some special cream to put on the marks
where they had hit her. As soon as she put the cream there, the
marks went away an’ she felt better an’ stopped crying. He gave her
a hankie anyway ‘cause that’s what heroes do when a girl is hurt.’ He
paused again while he worked out how to end his description of an
event which had only happened in his imagination seconds before.
‘Was N the Hood there too?’ Emma seized the opportunity.
‘What? Who?’
‘You said the thing on telly was about Boy Zed and N the Hood.’
‘Oh no.’ David recovered quickly. ‘That film is about how Boy Zed
fought against the bad people in the city where he lived. They were
led by a bad man called N the Hood, you know, like Robin Hood in
the stories mama reads us. But he kept everything for himself instead
of sharing it out. No one knew his real name so he was just called N,
maybe ‘cause he was nasty. He wasn’t in the playground though,’ he
finished weakly.
‘What happened to the girl?’
‘Oh she was much better and went back in to her lessons after the
break. While everyone was looking to see how she was, Boy Zed
somehow vanished an’ no one saw where he went.’
‘Ooh that must have been ever so exciting.’ Emma glowed with joy
and then seeing her mother come in with a tray, she wiggled excitedly
on her chair. ‘Mama, mama, we’ve been reading the paper.’
‘Have you?’ Megan smiled knowing that could not be entirely true.
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‘Which part were you reading?’
David pointed to the item which he had tried to read and whispered
to ask his mother what it said.
‘Boys in the hood. Hood is short for neighbourhood. It’s about some
older boys and the place where they live. You’d have to be much
older to be able to see that or to stay up so late.’ She had replied
quietly as the matter was obviously something which David did not
want to share with his sister. David blushed a little but not enough for
Emma to notice. Her attention was now firmly fixed on the tray and
the delights thereon.
‘Then why is it a zed and not an ess?’
‘Well it’s just a modern way of writing something to appeal to a
certain audience,’ his mother explained but not in a way which greatly
increased understanding.
‘Oh.’
Megan remained in the room while they each ate their biscuit and
slowly consumed their drinks. Then she shepherded them into the
bathroom for the nightly tooth brushing ritual. When they were ready,
she followed them to the room in which they both still slept and
tucked them into bed with a goodnight kiss for each.
David quickly settled into his bed, his mind already thinking about
the further adventures of Boy Zed who by then looked remarkably like
David himself. He was content that he had won the day after fooling
his sister with his story and with his apparent mastery of the written
word. Smiling to himself, David the superhero drifted off to sleep.
Emma meanwhile was snuggled up in her own bed, content that
she had won the day after persuading her brother to tell her a
bedtime story. For all his advanced years and education, there were
still things her brother just did not know. For one thing, he did not
know about the blue fairies who lived behind the pink rose bush in
their garden. Emma had seen them that morning as they sipped dew
from the leaves and she saw them again as her eyelids fluttered and
closed.
Seeing them fall asleep, Megan whispered softly before she turned
out the light and closed the bedroom door.
‘Goodnight.’
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In my Head

There are thoughts in my head
Of you lying in your bed
There are thoughts of you in my head
There are thoughts in my head
Of your blood sweet and red
There are thoughts of you in my head
There are thoughts in my head
Of which no more may be said
There are thoughts,
such sweet thoughts,
in my head
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Days

Shit! She stares half-heartedly out of the window. It is one of those
bright, sunny days again. Warm and calm. But that is out there, not
in here with her. Just out there. She is in here. Alone.
She wonders what everyone is doing. What is anyone doing? She
thinks she must be just tired. She seems to get tired a lot these days.
Perhaps it is the weather. It has been very hot lately. She could
always phone Sue.
No. Not much point in that. There is nowhere they could go tonight
and she does not feel like just chatting. Pity. All of this nice weather
going to waste. If only it were the beginning of the month. The first
weekend. Then the club would be open and they would have
somewhere to go. She would have somewhere to go. She wonders
how things are going at the place where she worked.
Out of work for four weeks already. Not very long. At least she had
years of earning some money. Much more than if she were being
supported by the state. That is about all she gets now. State support.
It is not very much but she is not starving yet. Mmm. Time for coffee.
And a cigarette. Always have lots of coffee and lots of cigarettes. Bad
for the health. Yes, but good for – for what? For passing the time?
She decides to go shopping. Now, has she got everything? Money?
List? No need for a list today. Not much to get. The walk will be good
for her though. She makes sure she has the key before closing the
door having locked herself out once before. It took ages to kick the
door in and cost a lot to fix it afterwards.
Oh it is warm. More than she thought. Not many people about
today. Too hot for them, she assumes. Pity it is not too hot for all of
this traffic. Ah she must post these letters. Some of them have been
waiting for two days. The sun is shining. On her? A little, she thinks.
Yes. It is shining on her a little today. It is not the first time, you know.
Oh no but it is the first time for a very long time.
Why is the shop closed? Oh hell! It is Wednesday and they close at
lunchtime. Idiot Vicky! Oops. Must not start talking to herself. Oh well,
she has come this far. She will try the other shop which she has to go
to. At least the supermarket will be open. Hardly ever closes, that
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place. The other shop is closed too. Still, she expected that. Back to
the supermarket. It is funny how you can walk a kilometre through
your home town and not meet anyone you know. Funny? Well not
funny in the laughing sense. Funny as in strange.
Buy a few things and go home. No post today. Never is when she
needs something. She imagines her pen-friends have all gone to
sleep. Or on holiday. Never there when you really need them. People
that is, not pen-friends. No. That is not true. Well not always. She will
make something to eat. Perhaps a snack and some coffee. And a
cigarette. Then looking out of the window and it is still there. The
world. She tries writing a poem:
In this time, there is no time, for all the time is passed,
Yet still we seek the answer to a question as yet unasked.
To find the secret of all things, a question we must face.
Nothing here, nothing there, except this empty space.
Hmm. What the hell does that mean anyway? Staring out of the
window. Shit!
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Absence of Light

Like everyone else, Claire was once very young. In her case, that
part of her life occurred in the mid-nineteen-fifties when post-war
ration books were still stored in the drawer of the sideboard.
According to the local people, times were hard and so treats were few
and far between for all but the wealthy. Did that explain why there
was so much excitement about the duck? Claire was not especially
enthusiastic. She had seen ducks before. Yet this time, a trip to the
coast was necessary and she was very excited about that. Claire
loved the seaside.
The duck turned out to be a strange kind of boat which had wheels
and could drive out of the sea and onto the beach. Claire would later
learn that the vehicle was a relic of the war, a DUKW, which had been
used in the beach landings by the allies. But in those days, it tried to
earn its keep by offering short trips to people who could afford little
else by way of a family day out. On the day in question, the drab
looking vessel was moored at the quayside, waiting for what its
operators hoped would be a full complement of paying passengers.
Boarding the craft involved walking up a long, wooden plank which
moved a little with the rising and falling water below. It moved even
more with each footstep placed upon it. The plank was perhaps wide
enough to accommodate two slim adults, side by side but it was
nothing like wide enough for one small, terrified girl. Claire wanted to
be picked up and carried but she was told that was out of the
question. She was a big girl. Yet in her own mind, she was not. She
began the crossing from land to sea, at first trembling and then
shaking when she did as a little girl must. Halfway across, Claire
looked down. Far, far below, the oily-black water glooped and heaved
between the vessel and the quay, slapping back and forth between
the two. Her stomach responded accordingly. She was not sick but
she could not move. She just stood there, rooted to the plank in
panic.
‘Come on Claire,’ her mother called from the boat, ‘people are
waiting. Hurry up.’
‘I can’t …’
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‘Don’t be silly. Course you can. There’s no such thing as can’t.
Come here right now.’
Claire screwed up her eyes and forced herself to stagger and
stumble the rest of the way across, finally reaching the relative safety
of the boat. There, she was pulled aside by her mother to receive a
sound smack on the bottom before being allowed to join her elder
siblings.
‘That’s for making such a blooming fuss.’
The girl cried, in part from the pain of the smack yet more perhaps
from the stress of boarding the vessel. She would remember nothing
of the trip around the harbour. Her exciting day out left her only with
a permanent fear of the distant blackness.
A decade later and somewhere else, the sixties were swinging.
Proper music had just been invented as far as Claire was concerned
and she listened to it under the bedclothes on a crackly transistor
radio. At about the time when Claire became a teenager, her elder
brother, also still in his teens, decided to join the merchant marine. It
was never quite clear if this were a bid to see the world or just a
means to escape from home. Perhaps both. Following not too closely
in his father’s footsteps (father had been in the real navy), he first had
to undergo training at a land-based school. The whole family
travelled from the local railway station to the city terminal. They
waved goodbye as the only active steam train Claire would ever see
carried her brother away to the training centre in the capital.
Several weeks passed with no news and then a letter arrived. The
family were invited to accompany the young sailor as he boarded his
first ship. This required a long journey to the docks but the prospect
was none the less exciting for that. Another treat although the ship
would be stationary this time. They would be permitted to board and
see the accommodation which Claire’s brother would call home for
many months and at that point, she would be further from her home
than she had ever been before.
The big day finally arrived and the journey seemed to take forever.
For Claire, travelling distances of anything up to forty-five kilometres,
the furthest she had ever been, was exciting enough but even so,
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hundreds of kilometres seemed a little too far. She would not recall
the journey, only the first sight of the ship as she stood on the dock.
Snow white and towering high above everything, the vessel seemed
almost infinite in its enormousness. Being an around the world luxury
cruise liner, the ship was impressive indeed. To board, one needed
to walk up a long, steep gangway which had rope draped from short,
metal posts along each side. The wider, more solid structure with
steel railings was reserved for the paying passengers. The crew and
their families could manage with less.
The gangway swayed with every step and holding on to the ropes
was worse than useless for they moved even more. Memories of the
earlier trip flooded into Claire’s mind but she was older now. Still she
trembled while her stomach gurgled yet she knew she could do it.
She walked steadily until she looked down. The swelling blackness
was even further beneath her than before, deep and dark, waiting to
claim her if she faltered. Once more, she felt the terror but she carried
on, determined.
Inside, the blackness was soon forgotten in a world of white. Solid
and stable, she could be forgiven for thinking she was on dry land.
Deck levels were connected by stairways with metal treads, more
robust than ladders but not quite like normal stairs. A maze of metal
corridors led to rooms with metal doors in metal walls, all painted
white. Eventually, they were taken along a corridor which led to two
such doors. The first, directly ahead, was closed and bore the legend
‘Goanese’. The second, to the right, was open and unmarked. Claire
asked what the strange word meant.
‘Lots of other people work on the ship and they live in that part,’ her
father offered.
‘But why do they have a separate part? Why don’t they all live in this
part?’ Claire indicated the crew’s quarters in which her brother would
stay.
‘They aren’t like us so they aren’t allowed to live in the same place
as the rest of the crew.’ The tone of his response indicated that the
discussion was closed.
Claire did not understand but pressed the matter no further. She
assumed, logically but erroneously, that the people who inhabited the
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quarters beyond the closed door must be very special indeed. Having
an area to themselves suggested to her a higher status, not unlike
royalty perhaps. She would have two memories from this trip. Again,
the fear of the distant darkness far below and in addition that special
new word, Goanese.
Back in her natural habitat, Claire’s life quickly returned to normal and
this included a trip to the city. Such trips were not frequent but at the
same time, not unusual. On this occasion, her father offered to buy
something for her; that was not the norm. He had decided her
knowledge of the world might be enhanced by following the
adventures of his seafaring son. After he had selected a large and
colourful map of the world for her, Claire was allowed to choose her
own pins. Soon, she was on her way home, clutching both the rolledup map and a small bag containing twenty pale-green-headed map
pins.
Once home, she was permitted to pin the map on the wall in spite
of frowns from her mother and encouraged to plot the course of her
brother’s voyage. It was his custom to send a postcard from each port
and on receipt of each card, another pin was inserted accordingly.
She was also given a copy of the ship’s itinerary so, had she desired,
she could have inserted all of the pins at once and then given up on
the whole idea. Wise beyond her years, she did as she had been
tasked. It seemed that sons could be good, or not, while daughters
could be bad, or not. Claire tried not to be bad.
Soon the cruise ship approached the coast of India. Claire began to
look more closely at that area of the map, if only to be sure of where
to stick the next pin. In so doing, she saw a place on the coast of India
called Goa. It did not take long for her to realise that this must be the
place from which the special crew members came. She still had no
idea why they merited special accommodation but at least she now
knew who they were. The time spent mapping the voyage had been
worthwhile after all. One question had been answered.
By the time Claire was thinking about leaving secondary education, it
seemed there were two versions of the sixties being lived in parallel.
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Aside of the constant threat of nuclear war to both lifestyles, one
variant was founded upon peace and love, while the other was based
upon violence and hatred. Claire favoured the former option and
listened to the music to prove it. She yearned to embrace the attire
with equal delight but that was forbidden by her parents. Had she
possessed her own money, would she have defied them? Later in
life, she would wonder about that herself. She had wanted to make
her own choices but had submitted, yet once she had been in paid
employment for a little while, the beads and the Afghan coat soon
appeared.
From South Africa came news and another new word, apartheid,
along with stories of what that meant for the people who lived there.
Meanwhile, from North America, came more immediate news. One
day, hippie students were gently placing flowers down the barrels of
the rifles of the armed forces sent to control society, the next day,
similar armed forces were shooting dead other students at their
university. Certain people were not allowed to go to certain schools.
Then buses were arranged to take them to where they had not been
allowed before. Reminders of when a woman who dared to choose
her own seat on a bus made international news. The riots persisted.
Realisation of the nature of life in a world of violence and hatred
came as a shock to Claire. She had not known because there had
been no reason to know. Once she did, she also knew the secret
behind the door to the Goanese quarters on her brother’s ship.
Knowing that, she knew that on that day, on that luxurious liner, she
had not been just a young girl. She had been a young white girl,
visiting the new home of her white big brother, and she felt ashamed.
Not just for herself. She would never understand such feelings. The
shame was upon the people who had built and then operated such a
beautiful vessel. Upon a country that was supposed to know better.
Upon a race to which Claire was suddenly ashamed to belong.
Enforced changes to one’s world view can have many effects and in
Claire’s case, one such effect was to bring to mind a long misplaced
memory from early childhood. A man had called at Claire’s home
while her father had been at work. There was a knock upon the door
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and her mother had peeped, unseen, from a window and then quickly
ushered her children to hide under the kitchen table. Once her flock
was safely gathered in, mother opened the door. Claire managed to
sneak a look out from under the tablecloth.
He was a tall man, magnificently dressed, with a brightly coloured
cloth wrapped around his head like a bandage until it formed a sort of
hat. He had a moustache and beard of a kind that Claire had never
seen before and his skin was very dark in colour. He offered to sell
linen pegs, dishcloths, dusters, tea towels, and the like. Claire
watched as her mother responded with unwonted politeness, ‘not
today, thank you’, before closing the door as quickly as was decent.
Emerging from under the table, Claire asked why they had been
made to hide.
‘It was a black man,’ her mother replied, as if that explained
everything. It did not. Not at that time. Perhaps Claire was naïve.
Peace and love had almost been forgotten by the mid-seventies but
Claire, now twenty-five, decided she would follow the social norm for
once and take her then romantic interest home to meet her parents.
While this can be a cause of apprehension for any young lady, there
were additional issues in this case and Claire was uncertain which of
the three would present the most difficulty. The person in question
was somewhat younger, just seventeen, and Indo-Mauritian. Were
that not enough, Dawn was also female. Claire decided to reveal
these things to her parents well in advance of the visit. She did not
want her friend to be caught in the crossfire.
Claire’s father responded to the age gap with complete indifference
while the questions of ethnicity and orientation were each met with a
grunt of displeasure and a slight toss of the head, rather like a mime
artist trying to convey ‘tut-tut’. Next Claire approached her mother
and she took a different view. An eyebrow was raised at the age
issue but nothing was said. Not so with the matter of Claire’s
inclination.
‘Well I know that.’
This was a great surprise to Claire who had spent much of her life
keeping this detail a secret. Not very well it seemed. Time for the big
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racial revelation.
‘I thought you were all against them.’ Her mother turned her own
opinions upon Claire who rose to the occasion and deliberately
applied another meaning to the taunt.
‘Not as much as I hope to be.’
The following week, Claire took Dawn to meet her parents. Her
father grunted a grudging hello and turned his attention back to the
television while her mother made the girl welcome. Perhaps some
people could change their views a little after all. Claire took the
opportunity to move out anyway.
Now in the twenty-first century, Claire knows she cannot change the
past and she is still terrified of heights although she uses that
description only because everyone else does. The truth is she is not
afflicted by an irrational fear of heights but she is absolutely and very
rationally terrified of falling off them. She also knows that if people do
not do things today that they might be ashamed of tomorrow, the past
would not need to be changed in the first place. She can still see and
fear the viscous darkness, deep below fragile walkways. She can still
see and sigh at the vicious darkness, deep in the heart of fragile
societies. Whether by luck or good judgement, Claire never fell into
the void. Perhaps in the end, that is the best anyone can do.
Author’s note: Claire and Dawn remained together for three months while the map pins still serve a
purpose on the desk-side notice board.
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Arrival
The plane is full, people sardined into place as if to be as
uncomfortable as possible. She does not know where they are.
Somewhere south of the Alps, she thinks. Eventually, the seat-belt
sign tells they are about to land. She closes her eyes and waits until
the wheels smack the runway and then wonders if she is really there.
Her throat is dry, perhaps from the conditioned air which even tastes
as if it has been made by machine and as the plane comes to a halt,
a sign on the terminal passes by the window. It reads ‘Aeroporto …’
Her eyes are too moist to see more. She clears her throat and busies
herself with her seat-belt so no one will see. It has been such a long
time.
She joins the line of people waiting until at last, it is her turn to step
through the doorway. After the chilled air of the interior, the heat
seems to hit her in the face but it is some time in June, so not really
that hot. She cannot remember the year any more but it was the time
of the men’s football world cup — her team did not win it. She travels
by bus to the city and settles into her hotel room to rest.
Later, she walks along Corso Cavour then crosses over to Molo
Audace. Sitting at the very end, her feet dangling above the waters
which seem almost to surround her, she watches as the sun sinks
and merges the sky with the sea to form an all encompassing warm,
pink wetness. She whispers softly to the water, ‘sono qui’ … I am
here.
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Mind that Girl
Mind that girl, she’s a little odd
The neighbours frown and turn away
Scare the child, more toil for the rod
Surely she must have gone astray
The neighbours frown and turn away
Seldom saying more than a word
Surely she must have gone astray
Conversation would be absurd
Seldom saying more than a word
Her deepest feelings never shared
Conversation would be absurd
Within a world where no one cared
Her deepest feelings never shared
Scare the child, more toil for the rod
Within a world where no one cared
Mind that girl, she’s a little odd
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Cloud Formations
‘Oh frig off!’ One of the young girls screeched at him.
Alfred staggered backwards, shocked at such language coming
from a schoolgirl. He had meant them no harm, had never harmed
anyone, had never meant to.
‘Gerraway,’ he growled in automatic retaliation. He had been a
lawyer in his day, an advocate even, a long time ago. He had been
someone to be reckoned with, somewhere in the grey layers of his
memory.
He liked to watch the girls with their puffy, fat bottoms as they walked
away from school in the afternoons. Usually, they seemed not to
mind or they just ignored him as they passed by, their faces like little
patches on a large, uniform-blue sheet. Sometimes, he would appear
outside a different school each day, if he could remember which one
he had loitered near the day before. Sometimes, there were no girls
to stare at because it was the weekend but he could not always tell
which day it was.
‘Cirrhosis of the liver,’ the doctor had informed Alfred on the occasion
of their last meeting. ‘The cumulative damage caused by your
dependence on alcohol,’ he had continued just in case the man’s
brain were as pickled as his liver.
His wife had left him, taking their little girl with her, because of his
drinking. Or was it because he had lied so many times about so many
things that she could not remain in the same home? White streaks of
foam gathered on his lips as he remembered the house. He licked his
lips and took another drink from the bottle, warm from his pocket.
Large and luxurious his home had been. Now he slept behind the
waste bins in Market Street.
The last argument, when his wife had torn the milky veils of deceit
from his eyes just as he had once torn the muslin layers from the
dancer in that club, had been five years earlier. Since then, he had
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lost what little remained of his property, his wealth, and his self
respect. He was just the drunk who leered through bloodshot eyes at
schoolgirls as they made their way home. Each day, as the ice
crystals spread through his heart, he hoped he would see her again,
hoped his daughter would be there, hoped she would forgive him.
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For Pretty’s Sake

She remembers one particular day when she was out walking and
collecting photographs. It was one of those days when spring and
summer take turns to see whose day it is. There had been some light
rain a little earlier but the sun was shining and there was only the
lightest of breezes. As she walked, she came upon a large bush of
dog roses. Many of the blooms had suffered in the recent weather
and were in need of some repairs if they were to regain their original
glory. Inevitably, they would soon fall to be replaced by new versions
but in the middle of the bush, at eye height, there was one perfect
flower. Its white petals were fully blushed with pink and the yellow
specks of its centre stood clean and bright as if it really belonged in
some superior setting rather than amongst its bedraggled
neighbours. Perfectly formed and unblemished, it retained on one
petal a small droplet of the rain and it seemed as though it were fixed
there. The water was clear like crystal and she wanted to lean
forward and drink it, knowing that by its closeness to the rose it would
taste like the nectar of the gods.
The flower was pretty, simply for the sake of it, for the ache of it, and
catching its sweet, elusive scent on the air, she wished she could
wrap herself in its soft, delicate petals like when she buried her face
in her lover’s hair and breathed in the aromas that made everything
into one thing if only for that moment. To see it is to long to touch it
but she had to stay and look until eventually she made her
photograph. It would not be quite the same of course. Perhaps all
photographs are just reminders of lost loves: people, places, perfect
roses.
Finally, she turned and walked away. She did not see the wild rose
quietly shed its rain tear the moment her back was turned but
perhaps it did so because it knew that for those few precious
moments, it had been the most beautiful thing in the world.
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Factory Fodder

They sat at the table eating their tea. This was a regular activity
during the week. Different rules applied at weekends. Father paused
between mouthfuls.
‘How was school today?’ He did not really care but it was the sort of
thing a family man should ask his offspring.
‘Okay,’ his daughter replied. ‘The careers officers came today.’
‘What for?’ Mother demanded, always suspicious of modern trends.
Things were better in the good old days and losing all of her teeth to
decay before the age of twenty-one was proof enough of the theory
for her.
‘They asked me what I want to do when I leave school,’ the girl
explained.
‘Waste of time,’ Mother confirmed.
Father was eating again and the son of the family had never even
paused in consuming his meal for he had nothing to say at the best
of times.
‘It depends on how I do in my exams,’ the girl countered, staging at
least an attempt at fighting back.
‘You’ll leave school when you’re sixteen either way. Then you’ll get
a job in a factory just like everyone else. You’re not someone special.’
The careers officer had suggested the girl stay on at school for her
Highers and then, all being well, she should go on to university and
get a degree in Literature.
‘Even if I get good marks?’ She looked around the table. Her father
and elder brother worked in a factory and she knew that her mother
had done so in the past until she was married. Was it hereditary?
‘It’ll be time for you to get out to work and bring some money into
the home.’ Mother did not negotiate.
The girl caught her father’s eye in silent appeal. She cheered visibly
as he made ready to speak.
‘Mother knows best.’
She fell silent and stared down at her plate. Then she made herself
a promise. She would never, ever work in a factory. She was very
much a girl of her word as well as a girl of words.
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Raindrops

Her eyes widen with anticipation
As she lies so eager and yet restrained
Warm and waiting in the wavering lights
The sensuous golden glow of soft skin
And soft shadows of a vision in white
Quietly a light hovering above
She squirming only as much as she may
Then the soft splatters of the warm and hot
Quickly cooling and gently contracting
And all the while, the softly falling rain
A bright new light for another new shade
Pretty picture below begins to form
Relentless rain yet so warm and so dry
Causing the pressure to build fast within
And she gasping for air, gasping for more
All too soon comes the image’s intent
Soft swirling patterns of colour throughout
She relaxes, sighing for passion spent
And finally, as all the lights go out
The artist sits back now smiling, content
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Sigismund

The day dawned cold and wet as had been the norm for has long as
Sigismund could remember but at least the wind had calmed and the
stinging rain had eased. He paused before setting out, taking in his
surroundings as he prepared for the long day ahead. As always,
there was the question of sustenance and food could be scarce at
that time of year. Sometimes, his entire day would be taken up in
foraging and it seemed to him that on those days, he used more
energy finding and consuming his food than he derived from it. Yet
somehow he had survived.
Sigismund banished all negative thoughts from his mind and set off
in good spirits. Crossing the sand could take a long time on a bad day
and any morsels found along the way tended to be small and not
especially nutritious. They did however take the edge off the hunger
and frankly, there was little option. The pauses to consume these
finds did not add significantly to the time taken and soon, he reached
the first of the rocks. Sometimes a variety of foodstuffs could be
found and today was no exception. He feasted hungrily on all that
there was to eat. The quantity would never be great at that distance
from the sea but the more he ate, the more energy he would have to
continue his quest further and further until he reached the waves.
Consciousness returned to Sigismund like a wave moving through a
treacle sea. The first thing of which he became aware was that
everything hurt. Every part of everything that was him felt heavy and
sore. Even the realisation of the sensation made him wince. He
looked around but there was no sea. He recalled making his way
towards the sea as was his morning custom. He looked up. It was
past midday and the tide had been and gone. Sigismund moved
uncomfortably on the rocks upon which he had awoken and
shuddered as he remembered the dream, if it had been a dream. He
hoped that it was.
It was not the first time he had experienced a trans-species dream
but it was the first time he had found himself being something else
which had in its turn become something else. His heart sank has he
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recalled what appeared to be an attempt by one of those dreamselves to cross breed with what could not really have been a
mermaid. He cringed as the memory became clearer.
Some distance away, he could see a few familiar faces foraging in
rock pools and he cheered slightly as the sense of alienation began
to fade. The regular rhythmic hum of the power station in the middle
distance was reassuring. It had been there long before his birth and
so it was as much a part of the landscape as the cliffs, the rocks, or
even the sea itself.
Realising he had not eaten properly, he began his foraging again.
He would not make it back to his home today as too many hours had
been lost already. He would stay and eat what he could find until
darkness fell. The rocks and pools would provide shelter through the
night and he would have the opportunity to take advantage of the
next tide. The full moon in May was always a pleasant time.
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Safe
She was scared. Frightened. There were so many words with which
to describe the fear. So many to choose from but the problem was
that whichever one she used, it still felt the same. Inside, where it
mattered, it always felt the same to her. As her stomach churned and
her abdomen tightened, it seemed like wriggling things were
everywhere inside. Her hands were trembling and she wanted to run
away but could not. She just stood there, certain that everyone was
staring at her, watching her suffer, while she was fixed to the earth
and unable to flee.
The upheavals in her stomach made her think momentarily of a
lavatory. She did not know if there were one nearby. It would not
become critical this time. She concentrated on that belief but she was
having difficulty breathing and beads of sweat ran down her forehead
and into her eyes. She blinked at the stinging saltiness of it until the
tears began to fall.
‘I don’t know where I am.’ She cried aloud as she felt herself
sinking.
Her friend found her then, alone and sobbing in the alley.
‘Anna. Anna. It’s me. I’m here now.’ She searched in Anna’s bag for
the pills and extracted two from the pack. ‘Take these,’ she urged.
‘Here’s some water,’ pushing a small, plastic bottle into her hand.
Anna swallowed the pills, washing them away with the cool water.
Her breathing was still very ragged and Lucy held on to her, providing
comfort while the attack subsided and the drug began its work.
‘Where am I?’ Anna asked at last.
‘In an alley beside the supermarket. Do you remember? We went in
to buy some things but when I turned round, you weren’t there. I’ve
been looking for you everywhere.’
Anna did not remember. After an attack, she never did recall where
she had been or what had caused it. All she knew was that she felt
very tired and she asked to be taken home to where the two women
shared a flat, something they had done since they were both
nineteen years old. They shared a sitting room, kitchen, and
bathroom, but had their own rooms for sleeping and private use. A
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long standing agreement allowed one or other to have sole use of the
sitting room when a special guest was expected and their system
worked very well. In some ways, they only had each other to depend
on. They each had their own friends but they had become their own
little family, like adoptive sisters.
Anna’s parents had blamed her but she did not know why or even
what for. She did not speak to them because of it. Lucy’s parents had
divorced and re-married; she did not like any of them. Mutual
abandonment, she called it. She had a job as a dental nurse and
could take care of herself. She also took care of Anna but because
they were like sisters, she knew Anna would look after her if the
situation were reversed. Anna had a job too at the book shop and she
had worked full-time until her breakdown, then not at all for a while.
Some part-time work was enough for the time being. Lucy helped
Anna into her room and made sure she was lying comfortably before
leaving her to rest.
Anna had been fine until she was twenty-one and then it had
happened. Her mind had cracked and for the four years since then,
she had been trying to glue herself back together. They said that she
had repressed memories but they knew she could not prove them
wrong by telling what she could not recall. They confused her. They
had given her drugs when she was in the hospital but she did not
have to take any now unless she had an attack. Anna closed her
eyes and tried to remember. She could not remember anything bad
but she knew she had been punished for something. Peppermint.
She remembered the taste of mint from toothpaste. The coldness in
the mouth from the water that had rinsed it away. She could feel it
with her tongue. Warmth and the softness had always made her feel
so special, so comfortable and nice. That was what she remembered
most, the blissful contentment. Anna was sure she remembered
everything. It was the forgetting which eluded her. She could not
understand why they blamed her for it but they must have been a
dream because she was safe now, if only for a little while.
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The House at Nether Brook
Doctor John Watson shifted his position slightly upon the settee on
which he had been sitting since the conclusion of his breakfast on
what was a dull and cloudy Sunday morning. His breakfast had
comprised a magnificent kippered herring, followed by buttered toast
and coffee, and it had been supplied as always by the inestimable
Mrs Hudson. Having then seated himself in order to read the Sunday
paper, he now moved only to afford a more even distribution of the
warmth from the coal fire for he was not a man given to fidgeting.
Leaning against the mantelpiece on the opposite side of the
fireplace from which Watson was drawing warmth stood the tall figure
of Sherlock Holmes, the great detective whom Watson had long
since had the honour of being able to call a friend. Holmes was deep
in thought and he puffed occasionally upon his pipe, the clouds of
bluish coloured smoke rising up around his head. The fingers of his
right hand drummed sporadically upon the mantel as if to punctuate
the thoughts which passed through his incisive mind. It was this
drumming which finally caused Watson’s attention to move away
from his newspaper until at last he looked directly at Holmes.
‘If I were a gambling man, I might wager that you had a case
Holmes.’ Watson allowed a hint of a smile to appear upon his face.
‘Well done Watson,’ Holmes exclaimed enthusiastically. ‘I’m
pleased to see that your deductive powers are increasing, no doubt
as a result of your prolonged exposure to my own.’
‘Why thank you Holmes.’ Watson was genuinely flattered and
equally curious. ‘Might I know the details of the case?’
‘Why of course my dear chap.’ With a flourish, Holmes produced a
letter from his pocket and taking a step across the hearthrug, he held
the letter in his outstretched hand for Watson to take. ‘Read it aloud
Watson. Then we shall both be in possession of all of the facts
currently available to us.’
Watson took the piece of paper and unfolded it carefully. The letter
was written upon a single side of a sheet of pale blue paper which
had been folded once. The ink was of a dark blue colour and had
been applied with a fountain pen by a male writer who used his right
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hand for the purpose. After clearing his throat, Watson began to read.
‘Dear Mister Holmes, I write in order to ask that you investigate an
occurrence which has recently taken place apparently while I was
delivering a lecture to some of my students at the London College. As
you may be aware, I have some small reputation in the field of
formulae used in the operation of the recently devised electrical
calculating machines. Copies of certain of what I might be pleased to
call my operating sequences have disappeared from my possession
and I must conclude that they were taken by a person or persons
unknown to me. While I retain the original documents in which these
sequences are defined, it is most damaging to my business and
indeed my reputation if sundry copies are bandied about hither and
yon. I should advise you that Mister Abel McIntyre, for whom you
successfully concluded a not dissimilar investigation, recommended
you to me. Should I not hear from you to the contrary, I shall call upon
you at midday on Sunday whereupon I shall be pleased to place the
entire details of my case before you. Yours most sincerely, William
Portal.’
On concluding his reading of the letter, Watson could not avoid
glancing at the clock which stood in the centre of the mantelpiece. It
showed the time as eleven forty-five and instinctively, he produced
his own watch from his waistcoat pocket for comparison.
‘But Holmes,’ he began in a tone of minor alarm, ‘this William Portal
is due here in fifteen minutes.’
‘Indeed Watson. What do you make of it old chap?’
‘Well, the letter was written on good quality paper by a right-handed
man who uses a fountain pen,’ Watson related not without pride,
recalling his observations made on first sight of the letter.
‘Yes Watson,’ Holmes chuckled gently to himself, ‘but what do you
make of the case?’
‘Oh.’ Watson reddened slightly from the embarrassment at having
misunderstood. ‘Well, I’m initially puzzled as to why this man should
be concerned about copies of some documents vanishing if he
retains the originals in his possession. He does not imply that the
contents are secret or of a kind which would cause embarrassment
to him on a personal level.’
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‘I have made a small study of that very topic Watson. It is the case
that businessmen such as Portal devise their products and then sell
copies of them to their customers for their own use only, while always
keeping the original themselves from which they can make further
copies for sale.’
‘Sounds utterly ridiculous to me Holmes. I would simply assemble a
group of customers together, myself among them, and jointly
purchase one such copy which we would then distribute freely among
the group,’ Watson proclaimed logically.
‘I fear the weight of the law is with the vendor Watson and such a
group would be subject to criminal prosecution,’ Holmes assured
him.
Neither man would ever be able to recall which sound disturbed
their thoughts first, the gentle chiming of the clock on the mantelpiece
or the slightly less gentle yet patient knocking upon the door of their
rooms but both brought their conversation to a close. Holmes called
out for whoever was at the door to enter as the last chime of midday
sounded. Mrs Hudson entered the room carrying before her a silver
tray in the centre of which lay a small, rectangular white card.
‘A Mister Portal to see you Mister Holmes.’ Mrs Hudson waited for
Holmes to take up and read the card. ‘Shall I show him in?’
‘Yes Missus Hudson, please do.’ A fragment of a smile flickered
briefly before Mrs Hudson left the room, returning almost immediately
with their visitor in close attendance.
‘Mister Portal sir.’ She introduced the man as she showed him in.
‘Thank you Missus Hudson,’ Holmes returned, ‘that will be all for
now.’ He indicated a chair by the fire and by gesture invited their
guest to be seated.
‘I am Sherlock Holmes and this is my friend and colleague Doctor
John Watson. You may say before him anything that you would say
to me.’
‘Good afternoon to you both,’ Portal began, ‘and thank you for
seeing me. I was not at all sure that my case would be deemed
worthy of your time Mister Holmes.’
‘Perhaps if you would provide us with any remaining details of the
matter, leaving out nothing, then we shall be in a position to decide
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upon the merits of the case.’
Holmes had taken a seat opposite to William Portal, adjacent to his
assistant, and then adopted an air of apparent disinterest. Watson
smiled encouragement toward Portal who composed himself and
prepared to divulge his story.
‘Well Mister Holmes, as I stated in my letter, I sometimes give
lectures to students and it is my custom to take to my lectures certain
documents relating to the subject of each lecture. The documents are
carried in a leather case, this very same one that I have with me now
in fact. When I arrived at the lecture hall, the documents were within
the case and when I made ready to leave the hall after the lecture,
they were missing. That is about all I know gentlemen and I am at a
complete loss to know where they could have gone.’ Portal sank back
in his chair as if he had saved all of his energy for this one moment
and it was now spent.
‘Who else has legitimate access to the document case?’ Holmes
enquired incisively.
‘No one Mister Holmes, absolutely no one save myself.’
‘May I see the case?’ Holmes held out a hand expectantly. Portal
rose, handed over the case and returned to his seat. Meanwhile, the
detective produced a lens from his pocket and examined the
fastenings of the case minutely. ‘Yes,’ he said at last, ‘there are some
scratches around the lock but none that would not be occasioned in
normal use I think. Do you normally leave the case unlocked?’
‘Not normally, no,’ Portal stammered slightly in admitting his own
contribution to the loss of the papers, ‘but on this occasion I must
admit that I did so.’ His eyes fell to stare hopelessly at his knees.
Holmes rose from his chair and returned the case to the unfortunate
Portal as he passed by that man’s seat then he continued on to the
window, whereupon he looked out at the comings and goings of a
peaceful Sunday afternoon in Baker Street. He stood quietly and
quite still, apparently unaware of the other occupants in the room
and, if truth were known, completely oblivious to anything beyond the
glass pane of the window at which he stared so compulsively.
After some minutes had elapsed, William Portal made as if to speak
but by gesture, Watson cautioned him to silence, leaning forward to
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whisper quietly ‘it is all right, it is his method,’ and then resting back
to watch the great man with the admiration that he always felt at such
moments. Some time later, Holmes turned back toward the room and
faced his audience.
‘The case does seem to have some features which are of mild
interest. Doctor Watson and I will meet with you at the London
College tomorrow, shall we say at ten o’clock?'
‘Oh yes, thank you Mister Holmes,’ Portal cried out as he leapt to
his feet. ‘And thanks to you too Doctor Watson. I am so very grateful
to you both.’
‘Tomorrow then,’ Holmes confirmed. ‘Mrs. Hudson will see you out,
thank you, good day to you.’
Watson rose and showed their visitor to the door, then turned back
to his companion. ‘You have some ideas on what may have occurred
then?’ He asked.
‘Oh I have several ideas but nothing concrete as yet,’ Holmes
confided. ‘I shall think better with a pipe and a cup of tea.’ Then he
raised his voice to a yell ‘Missus Hudson!’
Next morning, Holmes and Watson were breakfasted and dressed for
their trip to visit the apparent scene of the crime. On their way out,
they informed Mrs Hudson of their intended whereabouts and exiting
221b, Holmes hailed a cab.
‘The London College,’ he informed the driver as they settled into the
carriage. The journey was undertaken mostly in silence, both men
devoting their thoughts to the investigation which lay ahead. If either
man thought that the case under consideration was in some way less
than important simply because no murder or theft of priceless
diamonds were involved, then neither gave voice to such feelings. A
crime was a crime and as such, a problem which demanded a
solution.
The journey lasted no longer than fifteen minutes and after paying
the driver, they entered the College. A brief enquiry at the reception
office window brought forth directions to the room in which they might
find William Portal and without delay, they strode along the corridor
to the room in question. The door was wide open and they could see
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Portal standing by a large table near to one wall of the room. Beyond
and opposite the table, the room was filled with chairs, each row
higher than the last as the distance from the table increased.
‘Good morning Mister Portal.’ Holmes called out cheerfully. Looking
up from his work Portal responded in kind.
‘Good morning Mister Holmes, Doctor Watson, thank you for
coming.’
Holmes looked around carefully, paying particular attention to the
table. He noted that the leather case which Portal had carried with
him to the interview in their rooms lay upon the table on the side
nearest to the wall and farthest from the position of the audience.
Around the area of the case and at various other places on the table,
a variety of documents lay in apparent disorder.
‘Is this layout similar to that which prevailed on the day in question?’
Holmes addressed Portal, gesturing with one hand toward the case.
‘It is as similar as I am able to make it,’ Portal assured him. ‘I do not
recall the precise position of individual documents but this is broadly
how things are when I’m lecturing.’
‘And you would be standing?’ Holmes voice tailed off expectantly.
‘I walk around the area of the table while talking,’ Portal explained.
‘If I’m demonstrating a particular point, I might stand behind the table
but during general discourse I will stand to the front so that there is
no barrier between myself and the students you understand.’
Holmes nodded and paced up and down, pausing from time to time
to look around the room from the various positions in which he might
find himself if delivering a lecture in the manner described by his
client.
‘You are certain that no one approached the case or indeed the
table while your attention was elsewhere?’
‘I am certain. Only I had access to the table area during the lecture.’
Portal was very sure on this point.
‘And after the lecture?’ Holmes eyes narrowed as they fixed upon
those of William Portal.
‘Well yes, several of the students approached to thank me and to
ask additional questions, of course, yes.’
‘Ah. So we have the opportunity then. We may assume the motive
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to be financial.’ Holmes paused a moment, his finger pressed against
his lips as though urging his companions to silence. ‘You have a list
of those persons attending the lecture?’
‘Yes indeed.’ Portal rummaged through the piles of papers on the
table and on finding the appropriate sheet, passed it over to Holmes.
‘That is the list for the day in question,’ he confirmed.
Holmes examined the list briefly and a small sigh escaped his lips.
He passed the document to Dr. Watson with a slight flick of the wrist.
‘Watson, what do you make of that?’
Watson looked through the names on the list and then nodding
gently he looked through the entire list for a second time.
‘Well Holmes. It is apparent that all of the students were residents
of this college except for these two.’ He pointed to the names which
he had identified as he handed the sheet back to Holmes. He in his
turn pointed the names out to Portal.
‘Is it customary,’ he asked, ‘for your lectures to be attended by
persons from outside the student body?’
‘Well no actually. I do believe that was the first occasion.’
‘And were those two persons among those who approached you at
the end of that lecture?’
‘Why yes, as it happens they were.’
‘Make a note Watson,’ Holmes commanded, looking back at the list.
‘Missus Jacantha Cornegal and Mister Douglas Cornegal, both of
Fen Cottage, Nether Brook, Netherton. We shall return to Baker
Street forthwith.’ He turned to William Portal. ‘We shall be in touch
Mister Portal. I expect to have resolved the issue within twenty-four
hours.’
With their client’s gratitude ringing in their ears, the two made their
way out of the College, hailed a cab and made the return journey to
Baker Street. Their stay would be brief however for no sooner had
Holmes consulted the railway timetables than he announced that
they would leave for Netherton within the hour. Time enough only for
them to pack a few clothes and hastily eat a few morsels of lunch
thoughtfully provided by the ever attentive Mrs Hudson.
Both Holmes and Watson grasped the opportunity to sleep for most
of the journey from Euston station to Netherton, thus ensuring they
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were rested and refreshed of mind, ready for the task ahead. Having
arrived at Netherton station, they soon located a cab which would
take them the few miles to the village of Nether Brook and await their
return. Being unfamiliar with the village, they were a little surprised to
find that it comprised no more than half a dozen houses which were
built at various points along the stream which had given the village its
name. Of these houses, two seemed to be set apart from the
remainder, standing as they did one on each side of the point where
the road from Netherton crossed the stream.
Upon closer inspection, they were able to discern that the house to
the left of the roadside was Fen Cottage. They approached briskly
and knocked firmly upon the door. On obtaining no response, they
looked around the property as well as they were able without violating
the privacy of the place. There were no signs of anyone being within
yet they returned to the front door to knock one last time. It seemed
their presence had not passed unnoticed for a woman emerged from
the adjacent cottage and called over to them.
‘You won’t find anyone there at this time,’ she informed them.
‘I am Sherlock Holmes and my companion is Doctor Watson. Whom
do I have the honour of addressing madam?’
‘Why I’m Missus Webb sir. Charmed I'm sure.’
‘Would you have any idea when the occupiers of Fen Cottage might
return Missus Webb?’ Holmes enquired jovially.
‘They should be home any minute sir. What have they done?
Nothing bad I hope?’ Mrs. Webb seemed genuinely concerned.
‘I’m afraid I’m not at liberty to discuss that Missus Webb but thank
you, we will wait for them then. A brief walk by your lovely stream
would be just the thing.’
‘As you wish sir. I’ll bid you good day then.’ And with no more ado,
Mrs Webb returned to the privacy of her dwelling.
Meanwhile, Holmes and Watson did as the former had suggested
and walked for a short while by the stream which sparkled in the
afternoon light. It seemed that the time trickled by with the water for
no sooner had they settled to watch the tiny fish darting to and fro
than they became aware of two persons travelling on foot towards
Fen Cottage. They waited a few moments for the pair to enter the
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cottage and close the door before they made their way back to the
house and knocked sharply upon the door once more. It opened to
reveal a middle-aged woman.
‘Yes?’ The woman raised an eyebrow, pulling her shawl more
closely around her shoulders.
‘Missus Cornegal? Missus Jacantha Cornegal?’ Holmes enquired.
‘I am and who might you be?’ Mrs Cornegal asked sternly.
‘I am Sherlock Holmes and this is my colleague Doctor Watson.
We’ve come from London to investigate the whereabouts of certain
documents belonging to one William Portal,’ Holmes informed her.
‘Documents? I know nothing of no documents. Why do you come to
ask me about documents?’
‘Perhaps if we could come inside madam,’ Holmes suggested, ‘to
avoid unduly exciting your neighbours.’ He waved an arm in the
direction of some fluttering curtains.
Mrs Cornegal cleared the way fully and indicated that they might
enter. She then closed the door behind them and offered them a
place to sit.
‘Now what’s all this about?’ Her annoyance at being questioned in
that way was apparent.
‘You attended a lecture given by William Portal at the London
College. Yourself and Douglas, your son I believe?’ Holmes sat, his
hands pressed together at the fingertips.
‘We did that,’ Mrs. Cornegal confirmed, ‘and what of it?’
‘I have reason to believe that you may have appropriated the
documents for your own purposes.’ Holmes accused her outright.
‘I most certainly did not!’ Mrs Cornegal was quite offended by this
affront to her character. ‘Why on earth should I want to do that?’
‘You are an engineer, are you not? Skilled in the ways of these new
electrical calculating devices?’ Holmes returned confidently.
‘I am for that is my trade. But I am no thief Mister Holmes. Upon my
soul I am not that.’ Her anger had subsided only a little.
Holmes paused as if he doubted for a moment his own immense
powers. Watson looked at him with concern.
‘Holmes,’ he began but a raised hand and a brief glance silenced
him immediately.
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‘Where is your son?’ Holmes asked Mrs Cornegal quietly.
‘He went out into the garden to burn some rubbish. Shall I call him
in?’
‘Perhaps I could go out to see him?’ Holmes suggested and she
assented, showing him the way out of the back door and into the
garden.
He walked over to where the boy was standing. Young Douglas
Cornegal was prodding at some ashes with an old stick which had
once belonged to the hedge. Holmes watched him for a few moments
before he exchanged a few words with him and then returned to the
house.
‘Missus Cornegal, please accept my sincere apologies for my
intrusion into your home and your affairs. I am confident that you had
nothing to do with the missing documents.’ Holmes’ manner was
quite disarming.
‘I did tell you that Mister Holmes,’ she pointed out firmly.
‘Indeed.’ Holmes acknowledged the fact before turning to Watson.
‘Come Watson we are leaving for London immediately.’
They bade Mrs Cornegal farewell and walked the short distance
back to where their cab was waiting. Holmes instructed the driver to
take them back to Netherton station and they settled back into the
carriage.
‘I say Holmes. That was a bit much I thought, accusing the woman
like that,’ Watson felt it his duty to speak up, ‘and how did you know
she was an engineer?’
‘Ah Watson, I fear I was bluffing on both counts. The case is solved
however. We can report back to our client that he need not concern
himself further on the matter.’
‘But Holmes,’ Watson's exasperation showed, ‘the woman is quite
innocent. You said as much yourself.’
‘Yes she is indeed innocent. But the boy Watson. The boy is, I am
sure quite, guilty. I noted that amongst the ashes of his garden fire,
there were fragments of paper and upon those fragments could be
seen the shiny marks which ink leaves on paper even after burning.
Portal’s company imprint was quite visible.’
‘You will inform the local force then?’ Watson assumed this would
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be their next move.
‘No Watson. We shall return to Baker Street directly. I see no need
to pursue the case further.’
‘You are taking a lot upon yourself Holmes. And not for the first
time.’
‘I am not the official agent of the regular force Watson. Our client
asked us to locate his missing documents and we have done so.’
‘And the thief gets away scot-free!’ Watson interjected.
‘My dear Watson, I am quite convinced that the boy removed the
documents but not for his own ends. His mother has taken care of
him all of his life and I believe he thought that with the use of those
operating sequences, her business might be improved. What he did
was done out of love for his mother. Would you punish him for that?’
‘I had not seen it from that point.’ Watson relented immediately.
‘What exactly will you tell William Portal?’
‘I shall tell him that the documents were indeed misappropriated but
that they were immediately destroyed with no loss to his business or
reputation.’
Watson nodded in full acceptance of Holmes’ planned course of
action and by that time their cab had reached the station. They
boarded the London train and settled back into their seats.
‘I suppose you’ll write this case up in your usual lurid fashion?’
Holmes concluded after the train started to move out of the station.
‘Not at all Holmes. I shall send my notes to a friend in Scotland.
She’ll be writing this one for us.’
Author’s note: Inspired by a friend, Fern, who obtained an illicit copy of Windows ME a long, long time
ago.
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The Snow Girl
The snow girl paused to listen as she spied
The lonely cottage standing quiet and dark
Softly walking, so silently she tried
Her bare feet making but the faintest mark
Imprints in fresh fallen snow that instant
As far away an owl called out aloud
She hardly hearing its call so distant
As the Moon peeped from behind passing cloud
Sparkling crystal light on motionless wing
Close by a silent movement in the whin
She turns to the house, her keen eyes searching
For the cause of a sound now from within
The Moon from clearing skies so brightly shone
The faintest flicker then and she was gone
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First Times
Marianne brushed her hair carefully. She had begun to think she
would never be ready but she was perhaps as near to being so as
she would ever be, especially under circumstances such as those in
which she had finally placed herself.
Tears, so many tears. Marianne cried as though her heart would
break. She could not sleep. She could not think. She just sobbed, not
knowing what else to do. Oh she had seen the advertisement all right.
In fact, she had spent more time reading that than she had on the rest
of the newspaper altogether. But there was a problem. Was there not
always a problem? The advertisement required her to telephone the
advertiser and Marianne knew in her heart that she could never do
that. She dare not do it. And so she cried until no more tears
remained, drifting into a restless and dreamless sleep.
Many days passed by punctuated only by tear-laden nights until
Marianne discovered an address. After taking several deep breaths,
she wrote her troubles into a letter and posted it before she could
change her mind. She had asked the recipient of her letter to pass it
on to – she did not know to whom – to whoever had placed that
advertisement in her newspaper, the one to which she dare not
respond directly. Then she waited and during that time, eager and
nervous, anticipating the response, there were no more tears, just a
tenseness brought on by her fear of the unknown. Less than two
weeks later, a letter lie upon the doormat and Marianne found it when
she came down from her bedroom that morning. She knew what it
was as soon as she saw it somehow. Like being psychic, she mused.
She tore the envelope apart in her haste to reveal the letter inside.
A smile appeared as she read the missive for the second time. It
was from a woman who signed herself Julia and included her full
name and address. Marianne was cheered by the words Julia had
written and was so delighted to find someone who understood her
troubles. In the past, Marianne had known a couple of friends, close
friends, in whom she could not only confide but who also shared her
aims. But that had been a very long time ago. Since then, she had
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known no one. No one, that is, who had anything of importance in
common with herself. Now Julia was asking her to telephone for more
information but she still felt too unsure of herself to actually speak to
someone, even Julia, woman to woman. So she sat down and wrote
a second letter. This time, she allowed herself to be a little more
specific and she hurried to finish writing. The letter was written,
sealed, and posted in record time. The reply arrived quite quickly and
it again required Marianne to telephone but this time, to arrange a
visit to Julia's house. She did not quite believe it – that Julia had
invited her to tea – just like that. Fate was kind to her as she found
her courage and made the call that evening. The date and the time
were arranged. Then all she had to do was wait.
On the appointed day, Marianne was nervous if not terrified. What
would she say to her? What would Julia be like? These and a
hundred other questions raced through her mind as the day passed
slowly by. Then as the time approached, she decided that she dare
not go. She was both miserable and angry with herself for her
inadequacy. Her one big chance to escape and there she was,
blowing it. In a last, desperate bid for freedom, Marianne swore softly
at herself and forced her unwilling body into her bedroom. She
selected some clothes and shoes, doing her best with herself. Two
hours later, she was driving a borrowed car to Julia's house. She
emerged from the car, shaking slightly, and walked over to the door.
It opened before she had the chance to knock and there facing her
stood the woman.
‘Hello, you must be Marianne. Do come in.’ Julia smiled and
gestured inside. ‘Through here. Please sit down.’
Marianne sat having managed to mumble hello in response to
Julia’s opening speech. She listened almost reverentially as Julia
filled her with tea and information, answering when questioned.
There seemed to be a whole world awaiting her which she had never
known existed, or if she did know she had never admitted it to herself.
Some three hours had passed when Marianne, replete with tea and
enthusiasm, left the house and began her journey home. She had
learned about meeting places and what happened at those events.
More importantly, she had been invited to them. All she needed now
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was a little courage. Just enough to get her to her first meeting.
So soon, the time arrived and so quickly, her courage deserted her
and she knew then she could not face it. Once more, in spite of her
efforts, despair regained control of her destiny and held on to it for
almost two years, lonely years in which Marianne made little progress
in any respect. She was out of work again after finding a job which
had lasted more than a year and there was little prospect of a new job
coming her way. However, she felt more alive, more in tune with
herself than she had done for such a long time and she concluded
that her moment had come. Marianne telephoned a number that she
kept in her address book. Armed with the information which she
gained from that call, she made plans for a new life.
Marianne dropped the hairbrush into her bag. All ready at last. She
drove quickly to the venue becoming steadily more nervous as the
distance between herself and her destination diminished. By the time
she arrived, she was physically shaking. Following the instructions
which Julia had given her on the telephone, she located the entrance
and with one last deep breath, she stepped inside.
‘Hello,’ smiled a woman from behind a small counter. ‘It’s one
pound fifty and you get a raffle ticket for this bottle of wine.’
‘I hope this is the right place.’ Marianne spoke nervously, handing
over the money and accepting a ticket in return.
‘Oh yes.’ The woman smiled some more, her eyes quickly
observing Marianne’s necklace. ‘You’ve come to the right place.’
She gave Marianne information regarding what could be found in
the various parts of the premises until finally, Marianne turned away
from her and toward the stairway. Then, with a feeling of returning
home welling up in her heart, she ascended the stairs to where she
belonged.
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Murder in the Morning

The clock on the village church was, as it always had been in the
memory of the living, two hours fast. So it was that as the eighth bell
sounded, everyone knew it was six o’clock. Within seconds, the
church cockerel crowed, its normal klaxon-call tinged with regret. He
was late. It was a matter of pride that he always beat the clock. Each
morning, the cockerel took pleasure in calling the unwashed to meet
the day and at this time of year, six o’clock was the time to rouse the
villagers from their slumbers. He did not concern himself with the
washed for they did as they pleased anyway.
It would have been crass to describe the bird as crest-fallen since
his cranial appendage tended to the limp and dishevelled on the best
of days. He was, however, quite embarrassed. Needless to say, this
was not such a good day for a bird of his standing yet he was a
pragmatist. It was better to be a late cockerel than to be the late
cockerel and he resolved not to let tardiness become a feature of his
future.
Woken by the noise, the body of a drunk which lie on the church
steps stirred into life. As it turned onto its side, it crushed to death a
line of ants which had been intent upon colonising the drunk’s hat. As
any student of hominid headgear will know, the fedora has been worn
since eighteen eighty-two. If the condition of the present specimen
were indicative of its longevity, it would appear to have been version
one point zero of that ilk.
There was a pause. A brief, serene, and silent pause. Then the
clucking began. It was time for the hens to go about their morning
duties, one of which was to mindlessly attempt to perpetuate their
species. This activity generally met with failure because of The
Bargain.
The terms of The Bargain meant that in return for plentiful foodstuffs,
a warm and dry place to roost, and protection from marauding foxes
and sundry other evils, the hirelings who worked for the church would
regularly seize the fruit of the hens’ wombs (not that chickens
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possess wombs). This fruit they would immerse in boiling water for
three minutes or more each morning. Thus for the most part, the hens
remained childless while the clergy always had something in which to
dip their soldiers.
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Scarlet Lake
The Lake District of north-west England may be considered to be
scenic at any time of year. In summer, however, it may be recognised
as being one of the most beautiful locations in that country. For peace
and tranquillity, Ullswater, the second largest of the lakes, might be
the wisest choice for spending a holiday and this was certainly the
opinion of the Colonel.
James Whitney, as his registration card at the Ullswater Royal Hotel
identified him, was a regular summer visitor to the area where he
indulged his passions for birdwatching and sketching wild plants. His
real name, in the sense of the name given to him at birth, was not that
under which he had registered and his own wife of over twenty years
had never known the original name of her husband. Sometimes he
thought he might even have forgotten it himself. He had used so
many legends since beginning his career as a servant of the state
that he could surely be forgiven for not being certain of whom he
really was in a world where that had very little meaning. As head of
the military Special Investigation department, he was known simply
as ‘the Colonel’. Having served most of his career in other vaguely
related departments once known as sections of military intelligence,
he was not in fact a colonel at all, nor was he truly entitled to use any
armed forces rank but the style went with the job.
Now in their mid-fifties with greying hair and growing waistlines, Mr
and Mrs Whitney were taking another well deserved break from the
demands of their generally busy lives. They always spent long hours
walking by the lakeside and among the hills, following paths trodden
by countless visitors before them, stopping sometimes to observe or
to sketch. Mrs Whitney was particularly devoted to painting
landscapes in watercolours and while her husband sketched flowers
in coloured pencil, she sat with her portable easel and painted.
As evening gathered, the Colonel settled to watch the birds on the
water through binoculars while his wife busied herself with her paints,
capturing the moment when the sinking sun reddened the water.
Later, when the light had faded to the extent that neither could
continue, they packed their things and returned to the hotel. There
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they dined and relaxed before the endeavours of the day caused
them to retire. They slept long and well.
There was almost enough time for the Colonel to wonder about the
source of the small explosion he had heard before the bullet it
propelled pierced his skull and tore his brain to shreds. Almost
enough time but not quite before death prevented him from
wondering about anything further.
A brief moment after the projectile exited his skull, taking with it his
mind, his life, and a significant amount of his physical self, he
slumped forward, his forehead crushing the half-slice of recently
buttered toast which rested upon his plate awaiting consumption.
Now, it was joined by an expanding lake of fresh, red blood which
ultimately reached the edge of the white tablecloth before dripping
pointlessly to the concrete surface of the terrace. In contrast with
fictional descriptions of such events, the Colonel did not spin around,
nor was he thrown from his chair, he simply slumped face first into his
breakfast after which he moved no more of his own accord.
The information concerning the delay between sound and impact
might have been helpful to the authorities during the inevitable
investigation into the Colonel’s death but there was no one left to tell
them. What did remain was an entry wound slightly larger than the
eight millimetre bullet which had made it and the larger exit wound
through which skull fragments, brain material and a large amount of
blood had escaped. Should the investigators find the bullet, they
would soon know the calibre and quite probably the type of weapon
used to fire it. The angle of penetration would give clues to the
location of the person who had aimed and fired the weapon. The
victim would have known that the weapon was a rifle had he survived
the experience for it must have been distant enough for the delay
between the arrival of the sound and the arrival of the bullet to be
discernible and so beyond the accurate range of a hand gun. Had it
been of a smaller calibre, he would never have heard that final sound
at all.
Simon packed his equipment away slowly and carefully. There was
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no need to rush and the old adage was something of a rule in his line
of employment. This had been the first time he had taken on work in
England although he was an Englishman and had lived in that
country for almost all of his adult life. In spite of his ethnicity of which
he was quite proud, he had a penchant for all things American and it
was agencies in that country which tended to be his most regular
employers. When one of them asked him to undertake the task which
he had just successfully completed, he had experienced a moment of
doubt. He did not accept every job which was offered to him. He was
discriminating and possessed a healthy interest in self-preservation.
In the end, it was an opportunity he had been unable to resist.
‘A hundred thousand, front and back, and another fifty if the result
is perfect.’
‘Pounds?’ Simon was optimistic.
‘Dollars!’
‘Euro and you have a deal.’
A quarter of a million Euro was a great deal of money and that,
along with a wide window of opportunity and an easily executable
escape strategy, had ensured that the moment of doubt Simon had
entertained did not last too long. His employers agreed to the
currency with little hesitation. They always had a little room to
manoeuvre.
Simon, who in common with the deceased Colonel only used that
name for employment purposes, drove carefully and steadily out
through the local roads and on to the M6 motorway, at which point he
turned north and drove to Scotland, always within the speed limit and
with due care and attention. Beyond his trade, he was a model of lawabiding citizenry for two reasons, only one of which was that he did
not wish to draw undue attention to himself. Simon was a gentleman.
After he had crossed the border, he continued north. He had
arranged a holiday for one in Fort William. He was confident that no
matter which agencies were involved in the investigations into the
untimely demise of the Colonel, the case would never be solved.
About that, as with so many other things, he was not wrong.
Mrs Whitney had not joined her husband for breakfast on the terrace
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that morning because she did not generally take a morning meal. She
had planned to take coffee with him a few minutes later after
recharging her paint box for the day. Sadly, of course, she would
never join him again, at least not above ground.
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Fallen
Oh come with me
To the great below
Under violent light
Blood-red rivers flow
We will sing and dance
While the curtain falls
And take our chance
When the siren calls
We live our dream
And dream of death
Until our final game
Takes away your breath
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The Stain
Elyse Gaull closed her eyes and took a deep breath as the door
closed heavily behind her. This place had been her home for a month
already and she wondered if it would always be so. In theory, she
would be able to move on one day but that may not translate into
reality. Exhaling as she reopened her eyes, she sat on the edge of
her single bed and took stock of her surroundings. The cool, grey
walls were not without blemish but they were reasonably clean while
the cold, hard floor, slightly darker than the walls, was of painted
concrete which had become worn and chipped with age.
There were three sources of illumination. By day, the light from the
high window was adequate but never seemed to create shadows.
After dark, there was the main light in the centre of the ceiling,
enclosed within a secure fitting, and a desk-light above the small,
wooden table which stood against the wall opposite her bed.
Sometimes, the hardest thing to become accustomed to was the
single bed. She had slept in a double bed alongside Sarah since
leaving the family home at the age of eighteen. That was over a
decade into the past and the twenty-nine year old Elyse moved from
the bed to sit on the plain chair and made herself comfortable at the
table. She looked at the pad of writing paper, knowing that she had
been putting off the moment for too long. At last, she opened the pad
and began to write.
Dear Mum,
I’m sorry I haven’t written before. I wasn’t sure what to say except
that I’m sorry for everything. It has taken a while to settle in but I think
I can write a little now even if it won’t be enough.
Thanks for all your help and support since my arrest. At least you
didn’t have to go through the horror of a public trial. That would have
been too awful for me as well as for you. I guess I’ll tell you properly
what happened one day but I don’t feel up to it just now. Maybe in a
few months when everything is clearer.
You know I did love Sarah, still do, but she put a stain on everything
and what happened after that just happened. It wasn’t meant to be
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like this. I know I may never come home again but maybe I don’t
deserve to. Perhaps I’m already there. Take care mum. I hope you
can come and see me sometimes and that you will write soon. It’s
hard to know if there’s anyone out there at all.
Love,
Elyse.
She folded the paper, addressed an envelope and tucked the letter
inside. She did not seal the flap in case the staff wanted to check
what she had written. She was not in maximum security so her letters
would not automatically be read but there was no point in wasting an
envelope. At least she did not need a stamp. She was allowed one
free letter each week and this was her first since sentencing. She
returned to her seat on the bed and wondered if she would ever
receive a reply.
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Captain Spoon

Beyond the household of which she was a part and a small circle of
friends, few will have heard of Captain Telli Spoon. Born on the ninth
of September, 1991, the rank was bestowed upon her by her carers
in recognition of her adventurous outlook and piratical tendencies,
attributes which are perhaps typical of the Yorkshire Terrier generally
but especially so in the present case. At the time of writing, the
Captain was sixteen years and six months old and she spent much
of her time asleep. Her web site (no longer open to the public) as well
as her diary, the Captain’s Log, reveal that this was not always the
case.
In the summer of 2004, the Captain set off from her home in the
north-east of Scotland with her carers for a camping holiday in Glen
Nevis on the western side of the country. The journey itself, through
some of the most beautiful countryside in the world, was largely
uneventful but was undertaken without undue haste. There were
frequent stops to allow the Captain comfort breaks and during these,
her nose would become hyperactive as she sampled the new scents
which wafted her way on the warm, summer air. In between these
miniature adventures, Catriona Frost, her driver, ensured that a
supply of fresh air from the dashboard vent was directed towards the
Captain’s eager nostrils, keeping her cool and relieving the boredom
of car travel with fragrances of the passing countryside.
The eastern coast from which they had set out had been encased
in haar for several days and the temperature was no higher than
thirteen degrees under the sunless and leaden skies. All signs of
such conditions vanished quickly as they travelled westwards and as
their journey continued, the temperature rose steadily to a sundrenched twenty-three degrees.
On arrival at the camping site, Ethel French, primary carer, and the
Captain availed themselves of a little exercise and some fresh, cool
water while Catriona unpacked their tent from the rear of the car.
While obviously taking no part in the erection of the shelter, the
Captain took a keen interest in the proceedings perhaps in a
supervisory capacity. Once the work was done, she was quick to
move inside and inspect the perimeter until content that all was shipshape and secure.
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Later, when all three had been fed and watered, they walked for an
hour or so, the Captain taking the lead at every opportunity but with
absolutely no idea of where she led them. They explored the local
footpaths until tired and ready to settle in for the night then back
inside their tent with the door zipped up against the cooling air, they
pored over an Ordnance Survey map and some local guide
pamphlets while making their plans for the following day. Even before
the map had been unfolded, the Captain had shown complete trust in
her carers’ abilities to plan such events unaided and had fallen fast
asleep on her personal pink floral eiderdown.
Next morning, after a hearty breakfast cooked on the Trangia, the
Captain led them along the path which took travellers off the camping
site and along the glen until they joined the road adjacent to the youth
hostel. Given the Captain’s lack of traffic sense, her companions
checked before crossing although the road was almost completely
devoid of motor traffic. Once on the other side, Ethel picked up the
protesting dog and carried her across the footbridge which traversed
the Nevis River. Captain Spoon squirmed at the indignity of being
transported in this way when in her own view, she should be leading
the expedition. However, the wooden structure was covered with wire
mesh and there were spaces where the paw of a small dog might
become trapped as well as some damaged areas which could cut a
carelessly placed pad. For her own safety, she had to be carried but
she would not have cared even if she had understood. It was an
affront.
On the other side of the river and with her dignity restored, Captain
Spoon surveyed the scene. The river was broad but shallow, the
water rippling over the rocks and pebbles, clear, clean and fresh. The
dog sniffed and took the opportunity to move to the water’s edge and
taste its coolness. Satisfied, she was happy enough to be led away
from the river and across an area of rough land through which a
footpath led directly to the main route which ascends Ben Nevis. The
Captain again took the lead as if the challenge of such a climb would
be welcome but her carers knew better. They allowed the dog to
venture as far as the point where their path met with the main route,
marked as point three on the Ben Nevis route guide. As always, the
dog yearned for more ever unaware that for every trip, enough
energy for the return must be kept in reserve. They paused and
offered the Captain a drink of bottled water from their cupped palms,
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then made some photographs to mark the occasion. After a
reasonable amount of rest had been taken, Captain Spoon was
allowed to lead them back to the river, sniffing at almost every
centimetre of the path as she had done on the outward walk. They
paused again when they reached the river wherein the Captain
paddled a while, cooling her paws and occasionally taking a little
refreshment as she did so. They stayed by the river for an hour, the
dog alert to every sight and sound, enjoying each moment until they
returned to camp. Ethel French recalled that day during an interview
at her home in 2008.
‘The river was quite fast and the only bridge over it was covered in
netting. I picked the Captain up and she wriggled about and fidgeted.
She only struggled a lot if she was especially aggravated. It was quite
a way to the Nevis route notice board as I recall. The Captain was
hopping up those little paths quite gamely but I had to pick her up to
get her up some of the steps as they were just too high for her.’
The following day was somewhat less warm and there was even an
occasional light drizzle, perfect conditions in which to take the
comparatively long walk for a small dog to the top of Cow Hill. The
gradient varied from almost flat to very steep and the Captain
attacked both with equal vigour. The journey saw her fording small
streams, stepping from rock to rock where she could and paddling in
the cool water when she must. Whether rough track or soft, ferncovered earth she walked on, sampling each and every delight with
her ever active black nose. Eventually, at the summit of the hill, rest
was taken and the Captain posed proudly for photographs with Ethel.
The return journey with the advantage of being downhill took
somewhat less time than the ascent and the dog remained
enthusiastic until it was over. Then as she rested back at camp, she
lay on her side, legs relaxed, and fell asleep for almost two hours.
Suitably restored, she was ready for a full evening meal before sitting
quietly in preparation for a good night’s sleep on her own blanket.
Later, after the holiday was over, the following appeared on her web
site as she was awarded that site’s highest honour:
‘On the third of August, 2004, Captain Spoon did in the company of
two shipmates complete the ascent of Cow Hill, Highland, from a
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base camp at some twenty metres above sea level to the summit at
two hundred and eighty-seven metres above sea level over a
distance of three kilometres followed by a successful descent and
return to base camp.
It is recognised that taking into account the age of Captain Spoon
(in excess of 12 years) and her diminutive stature, these
achievements constitute exemplary conduct in the field of intrepid
exploration.’
‘The Captain managed the hill much better than I did,’ Ms French
recalled during the 2008 interview. ‘It was one of those occasions
when she seemed better at walking than we did. I kept her on her
leash so that she couldn’t disappear over the edge of the track. It was
cold at the top of the hill but we could see all of Fort William below.
The dog wanted to go down there and explore but it was much too
steep.’
Perhaps the last word on this part of the Captain’s adventurous life
should be left to her, or at least to an extract from the Captain’s Log:
August 2004. We drove over to the west and to Glen Nevis. It had
been foggy around our base for days and it was good to emerge from
it into the sunshine as we travelled. Happily, this trip did not take too
long and we arrived in glorious sunshine in the middle of the
afternoon, made camp and settled down. We spent a lot of time hill
walking during this trip and I personally did so well at it that I was
given an award – and me an old dog too!
Captain Spoon died at fifteen-twenty-five on the second of April, 2008, with a little help from her
shipmates and her personal physician.
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